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rNTRODUCTION BY RT HON JAMES MOLYNEAUX MP, 

LEADER OF THE ULSTER UNION1ST PARTY 

At the Annual General Meeting of our Ulster Unionist Partv in :.1arch 1993 1 delivered 
my vie\vs on how we ought to proceed. I said then: 

11 Confidence building is a high prioriry A pre-requisite 1s the creation of 
trust between the various elements of the Northern Treland Community for 
there would be no future for an Ulster consisting of C\vo irreconcilable 
communities protected from each other by razor wire; the division 
perpetuated for eternity. 

We have a responsibility to draw together the many strands in our 
community. It is time for a start to be made on designing a Blueprint for 
Stability. Ulster Unionists freely acknowledge that we caMot achieve this 
aim on our own. We shall need the full co-operation of other 
constitutional parties participating on equal terms. Nor can we exclude 
those who bear responsibility in farming, commerce. industry, and all who 
possess special skills and talents. 

We shall need the backing of the people of Northern f.reland who are 
weary of phoney sterile arguments and who yearn for the restoration of 
stability and the peace which will surely follow. 

We may find that the Blueprint for Stability could include the concept of 
responsibility sharing which surfaced in the Strand One discussions. lf that 
�hould prove too ambitious we misht move down the scale until we 
discover the common denominator on which we can stan to build a 
structure capable of delivering accountable democracy." 

There was an immediate response from the constitutional parties, groups and 
individuals to whom niy appeal was publicly addressed. The consultations proceeded 
even during the Local Govemraent Election campaign in April and May l 993. 

I am pleased to report that our discussions have been fruitful. Our faith in coD!Cnsus 
was not misplaced and we are in a position to present proposals which can offer a 
better future to everyone in Northern Ireland. 
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SUi\'lMARY OF RESPONSES

Not unexpectedly there was general agreement that stability is the key to the defeat of

terrorisrn, the �stabli1hment of account.1ble democracy aI1d economic recovery. 

Particular str�ss was laid on lowering the tension which n:sults from continuous

speculation about initiatives of all kinds.

Some 72% of respondents deplored c.:ontroversial radio and television progranuT1es

which, they felt. reopen wounds and i.!ticourage personal vilification lt was 

recognised that while such activities can proceed relatively unnoticed in, for e:itample.

the Grealer London area, they are luxuries which a small community such as Northern

Ireland simply can not afford. particularly in its present troubled condition. 

Lt was considered vttal that the constitutional parties be encouraged to develop and

expand their proven capacity to co-opernte over il wide range of interests �uch as 

industry, energy, agriculture, health, education and plan.rung. There was a perception

t�at such commendable and necessary co-operation �uffers a.s a consequence of 

"political initiatives" which by their nature are divisive. 

There was widespread support for a much closer relationship between He1· Majesty's

Govt:mment Ministers and elected representatives to ensure that decisions are soundly

based and wasteful duplication avoided.

There proved to be a desire for urgent streamlining of administration at all levels.

Examples were given of areas in which such modernisation could proceed within 

existing legislation. This view appeared to arise from exasperation with unnecessary

and outmoded structutes and procedures. Although some of these structures and 

procedures might be remedied by legi,lation. it was felt that tt.ae would remain a need

for a determined effort by Government and the general pubUc. 

1n areas which would require limited amending legislation, it was agreed that Northern

Ireland Ministers should be given assistance in identifying minor legislative needs and 

in processing same with all possible speed. 

Following from this it was agreed that there ought to be close and continunus

consultation and co-operation between Her Majcstys Ministers and elected 

representatives. 

There was unanimous agreement that no section of the Northern Ireland community

should be disadvantaged by past or future legislative changes. 

A large number of those who met with us expressed support for total integration as

their second option, should it not prove possible to achieve agreement on structures

within Northem Ireland. This attitude prevailed right across the religious spectrum. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We believe that the proposals which we outline in our Blueprint are realistic,

sustainabie iind will attract the support of the greater number of people 1n N(')rthern

Ireland. Our Blueprint offers a system of accountable democracy for all our peop le.

Unionist and Nationalist elected representative3 would be in a position to offer proper

representation to their voters without any compromise of constitutional aspiration::.. 

However, if for the time being, it should not prove possible to achieve agreement

among the constitutional parties on new structures then Her Majesty1 s Govemmcnt

must take measures to establish some semblance of accountable democracy in 

Northern Ireland. 

Such measures would include the devolution of further powers, on matters such as

planning and roads. to the twenty six District Councils. On a regional basis, it should

prove possible to restore an acceptable level of administrative devolution. This would

en.able the elected representatives of the people of Northern Ireland to exercise a real 

say in the day to day affairs of our region with regard to matters such as Education. 

Agriculture, Economic Development and the Environment. 

Measures must also be taken to bring the system oflegislating for Northern Ireland

more into line with other parts of the United Kingdom. In the absence of legislative

devolution. it is unacceptable that matters which fall within the 11 transferrcd11 or 

"reservcd11 category are invariably legislated for by Order in Council. The e,<cessive

use of the Order in Council procedure must be curbed. All major legislation for 

Northern Ireland should be enacted by Bill, thus allowing for more effective and

representative debate in Parliament

We would encourage Members of Parliament to adopt the rccommendatior, of their

own Procedure Committee to establish a Select Committee on Northern Ireland. This

would end the anomaly whereby the Northern Ireland Office is the only major 

department of state which does not come under the scrutiny of' a departmental select

committee. 

These measures are vital to the development of public confidence in the political

process. They would enable the elected representatives to build on the co-or,eration

that already exists betWecn the constitutional parties by working toiether oa matters

which are of real importance to the daily lives of the Northem Ireland people. None of

these measures would be detrimental to the rights or interests of anyone within our 

community but would contribute considerably to the creation of stability and a better

way of life for everyone .

• 
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A BLUEPRINT FOR STABILITY 

l This Slueprir.t reflects the views that have been expressed by interested parties in
the discussions and is based on the strw;tures which achieved broad a!l:reement in
Strand One of the 1992 Talks. These structures should prove durable -lnd workable,
and would be acceptable to the wider community in Northern Ireland.

2 The status of Northern Ireland as an integral p� of the United Kingdom rnust be
both acknowledged and given substance by the framework and structures under which

it is governed. 

3 Rdalioos within the United Kingdom 

3.1 A devolved Assembly would be established in Northern Ireland. The Assembly

would have executive powers to deal with departments of government transferred to it

by Parliament. 

3.2 The ultimate power of Parliament would remain unaffected by this arrangement. 
but it would not normally legislate on transferred matters. 

3 .3 The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland would remain accountable to 
Parliament for non-transferred matters. Whereas he would not intervene in the routine 
operation of the Northern Ireland institutions, he would retain overall accountability to 
Parliament for the fair and efficient functioning of the institutions. 

3.4 Major legislation would be enacted by Bill at 'Parliament. The Order in Council 
procedure would be retained for normal ancillaiy and electoral law matters. Legislative 
functions should be revised to take account of the changes since 1973, particularly 
with regard to Europe, with the intention that major legislation be enacted at 
Parliament and matters of local interest be enacted by measures of the Assembly. 

3 .5 The Secretary of State would retain close links with the Northern Ireland 
institutions, and would continue to speak for Northern Ireland in the Cabinet. 

3 .6 The Secretary of State could, with the assistance of the relevant departments,

meet requests for information by Members of Parliament on decisions and actions

carried out under the devolved arrangements, but would not be required to justify

same. 

3. 7 Toe Secretacy of State could refer a measure which is considered to be

discriminatory to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council to establish whether that

measure is void. There could be further entrenchment of individual and community 

rights as considered necessary. 
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4 Mi:w d(VOlytd in,titution,, 

4.1 A unicameral Assembly of eighry five members would be elected under 
Proportional Representation. 

4. 2 There would be a s�parate election to a Panel of three people with significant
consultative, monitoring, referral and representational functions.

4.3 The Assembly would exercise executive responsibilities over at least as wide a 
range of subjects as those provided for under the 1973 Act. 

4.4 Machinery would be established to deal with and correct grievances, and tn 
provide for further entrenchment of individllal and community rights. !his would 
include a Bill of Rights, which could not be amended by the Assembly 

4.5 Executive power wou1d be exercised through Departmental Committees. the

Chai1 manship, Deputy Chainnanship and membership of which would be broadly in

proportion to Party strengths, but with a suitable mechanism to exclude parties which

condone violence. 

4.6 The Chainnanship of Committees would normally last for one term of the

Assembly. The Assembly would have to evolve procedures to hmit any possible

conflict within and between committees and between committees and their Chairmen.

4.7 The Three Member Panel would have genernl duties and responsibilities. acting by

consensus, in the fields of consultation and advice, liaison with the Secretary of State. 

adjudication and appeal. It might have a supportive role in connection with public 

expenditure and in arbitration on connected matters. It might have a further limited

role in designated public appointments.
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S Human Rights 

Paragraph 4.4 of the Blueprint for Stability states that: 

"Machinery would be est.iblished to deal with and correct 
grievanct!s an<l to provide for further entrenchment of individual 
and community rights. Trus would include a Bill of Rights, 
which could not be amended by the Assembly." 

The United Kingdom is a signatory to the European Convention on Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms, and allows the right of individual access to the European 
Court of Human Rights. The European Convention, therefore, already constitutes a 
Bill ofR.jghts which applies to Northern Ireland. Incorporation of the Convention into 
domestic law would be a benefit, as it would allow the Courts in Northern Ireland to 
apply the Convention immediately and thus eliminate the lengthy delays resulting from 
individual applications to the European Court. 

Incorporation of the Convention by Parliament could entrench the Convention vis a vis 
an Assembly in Northern Ireland, and could make the Convention unamendable by the 
Assembly. Tf incorporation was carried out only in respect of a Northern Ireland 
Assembly, then the Convention would not be directly applicable in local Courts to 
Westminster legislation, or acts by the Government. Consequently the logic of 
providing a Bill of Rights points to making it binding in Great Britain as well as 
Northern Ireland. 

As the United Kingdom is already a signatory to the I!uropean Convention, a Bill of 
Rights, on either a Northern Ireland or a United Kingdom basis, cannot contain any 
provision which would conflict with the European Convention. It could, however, 
extend the Convention. Nowadays, there is an increased recognition of the need to 
accommodate the rights of communities and minorities. These have hitherto been 
omitted from Human Rights instruments on the valid grounds that collective rights 
cannot ovenide individual human rights. 

It is interesting to note the development of "The Human Dimension" of the 
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) in the Vienna Accord 
(1989) and the Charter of Paris (1990). The latter states: 

11We af6tm that the ethnic, cultural, linauistic and religious 
identity of national minorities will be protected and that persons 
belonging to national minorities have the right to freely express, 
preserve and develop that identity without any discrimination and 
in full equality before the law." 
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The CSCE has, i.n these documents, devised a code of _practice on the rights of 
communiti� 1h. i minorities. These European standards were developed with regard 
to the many ethnic and community problems in Europe. Institutions have also been 
created to monitor the application of these standards. 

The CSCE standards should be adopted as the criteria for law and practice in Northern 
Ireland. The methods by wruch the United Klngdom and the Irish Republic could co
operate on the implementation of the standards, within the institutions of the CSCE, 
should be explored. 

It is noted that the Council of Europe is preparing a Convention on national minorities. 
with a view to addina a protocol on that subject to its European Human Rights 
Convention. The protocol, when adopted, will apply to Northern Ireland. 

6 Relations with the ldsh Republic 

The prospects for stability and peace would be enhanced by the removal of the Irish 
Republic's territorial claim to Northern Ireland. The maintenance of the territorial 
claim will continue to hinder future relations between Northern Ireland and the Irish 
Republic. It is noted with regret that the present Irish Government is not yet prepared 
to put thia matter before its electorate. It is the responsibility of the two sovereign 
Govern.menu to resolve this issue. · 

An improved future relationship between Northern Ireland llnd the Irish Republic 
could be developed within the terms of the Blueprint. AJ the relationship matures, a 
future Irish Government may realise the mutual benefit to be derived by its acceptance 
of the need to imend its Constitution to satisfy the requirements of membmhip of the 
European Unio�. . � .•.1:)•:r1· .. 

One of the main objectives of the ta1b proces iwas to obtain ID alternative to and a 
replacemen(of the: Anglo-Irish Agreem�t ?hic:h is �ore widely acceptable and more 
truly reflects the· realities of the situation· thid{fa6o'ut the British Isles.· In this respect 
there is. much be)�w,t'fr�.m successful _Eur9�'�}tc�p�tio; namely recognition of 
existing &ontiers, epandonmeirt orterritoria(�gq',fariJ mutual.co-operation in an 
atmosphere of reape_ct for Human Rights. 

Our Blueprint will help to develop the trast b;tweeii the four constitutional parties 
which will enable us to reach out the hand'olfiiendship to the sovereign Irish ttation 
on our southern frontier. Our wnbition.would be_ to develop co-operation on matters . . . ·"'· .... . ' 

. 
. . 

of mutual interest and concern. ·. •.u:!! ,:o.� ,i:'. • 
. . , .. . 

. I' •,• • 

. .. ... . . : 
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APPENDIX
Late submission received rrom three very prominent businessmen 

We wish lo set 0Ut very simply an outline of our vision for a new country. The serious business of 
making peace and buildini bridges h.as deteriorated into 3.1\ exuciso in papering over cracks 'between
fundamentally opposed positions. The future cannot be built on such flimsy foundations.

Our vision is of a Northern Ireland at peace with itself, with all who believe in the democratic process
sharing the heavy responsibility of g°"eming Northern Ireland in the interests at 3 f.ur. open. 
dynamic and prosperous society of wruch we cau all be proud. Our vision is of an island freed from
the adversarial relatioashlp whi,h 1w bedevilled the past. with both part, working together in
friendly co�ration wherever this can be done to mutual advanta1e.

We an, secx,nd to aoat in our desize for peace, since pea'° c:an make realisation of the vision so much
easier. We are not, however, prepared to see Northern In:laad'1 po,ition within the United Kinadorn
bart.crcd tor peace. Wo welcome the public assur.mces of Her Majesty'• MJnittcn that this• and 
moves to sunil;ir dfect • will not be countenanced by tho Oovernment and th.it the Government will
not be prepared to adopt the role ot persuading Unionists to opt for a umted lrcland. We also place
heavy relian= on HM Oovernment'1 acceptance that Article, 2 and 3 in their present form are a
barrier to progress.

Indefinite prolongation af the present impuse is destructive of hope and represents lost opportunity.

Against thiJ background, it ia our Mah that tht Government should urgently eonvene early talb
i.llvolvina the relevaut participants u appropriate, Lo which our ap:nda would be u follows:

(1) Ammgcmmits for LllVOlving in tht talks pl"OCCSI those who demomtrate that they
bave abandoned tht argument oC force for the !octe of argument. We recognise 
without reseMUon the right of any party which a=pt, the demor.Tatic process to
punuc ita aims throuah that procesa. We acc;cpt that those aims may ui�lude a
united Inland. .... ,, ,,:; . 

. ., \' -· .. . . 
···• iw; �:: f �:., ... 

· (2) AmngtmtDts for sbari111 reapouibilit)' tor the petnment of'Northern �land.
. . · · · ·. ·. �:·,�, ·: ·:,,::�--� :r. · . · ·. . · �-:.i�:,::·:.�::�\ i.�·;\t

. ·i;-� .. · · _. .,..� · ·(3) Arrangemats ror·aw,liq both puU otthe � to"�top a 'piirtuership oo 
mattm of mutual illtaeit. oil the baaia of Ml eqaalit)'" ind without threat to . ·

·, .
J, •. . ·• 

· .... . . 
Northml Irclaad'1 i,oiitioa within the United �om'.','ifa relitionship of mutual
trust were ro · · ively·� we would:--~·, · ·Rell�;� , as it
proved iflil!. �mc:IDaeuingly clON. �� .. hl�� of� and
prosperity, ia put if frieridsbip and mutual rnpecf U"iill�· to aupplut 
su,picioa. and aoirno,Hy. · �-'�·- ·. · · ·-�:�· .. , •. �, .-. �J�iffl. :,.-.; J, ·• 

• • ._, ••• ... • •,••.:.• •"t h.1'1',.l ,i.:-• I 

•. �:-••1,;r� · . .--,,_;;,-,ii'f'.l•:• �I'·, 

<4> Mama or trana1atiiia the oew· irnnsemenu wo·. comprebensM ·,greement . :bctwml tlie··0ovmimcnt1 of UM: Uwtcd Kin&dom· aad the Rcpub!K ollrc1and.
. . , . •

. : .. ,.· _rt
. 

. . 
:• ,1'-· • .�••� ,�· •.�• ;�,··, •• ' ·:, . • : : "'1·'·. ·•�...... ... .., . "'· ·•. ,•· -�·�'¾. � ........ ,, . � . . . · This sta1crnent ii imendcd to do ilo more than iDdic:atc the ipirit of goodwiU in which we would .. 

approach the talks proca, ind to Wuatrate bricly 10111' of tht lmplic:atiou ot our approach. It looks 
forward. not back. Ireland bu too many memories and too little bope. We urge all coDQCnled to Nl•
the books on put d!'ortl at poace and start afresh.

We recopise that others will hmi their own agenda. Now i1 the time ta pt them all on t= table and
enter iato the procea ol activo negotiation without whicb progress camiot be made.
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